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North and East Texas County Judges and Commissioners Association Annual Conference

License-to-Carry class at The George, Monday, May 13

Rules for License to Carry Proficiency

What to bring to the Range:

- Clean and lubricate your pistol before coming to the range to help avoid pistol jams.
- Unload your pistol and magazine Before Arriving
- Bring Any Pistol - you can now qualify with a .22 (shoot any & carry any)
- Bring at least 50 rounds of new name brand ammo for each student (old 22 shells jam)
- Eye and ear protection mandatory on range (prescription allowed)
- NO RELOAD AMMUNITION ALLOWED ON RANGE

Gunsmoke - Range Rules

Policies and Rules for Rifle & Pistol Ranges

1. It is MANDATORY for everyone on the range to wear eye and ear protection.
2. On Rifle Range, NO Rim-fire Rifles shot at the 100 yd or 200 yd targets unless approved by Range owner before hand.
3. Shoot only from designated firing line. Do not pass beyond the tables until all shooters make safe and understand not to shoot or handle their weapons while your are down range.
4. No Steel targets or personal targets may be used
5. Actions must be open when gun is unloaded and at all times when not engaged in shooting.
6. One shot per SECOND… NO RAPID FIRE
7. Always be sure it is safe to shoot at your target including what is beyond it.
8. If two (2) people use the same firearm, it must be placed on the table, unloaded, with the action open before the next person may use it.
9. Every firearm, loaded or unloaded, must be pointed down range at all times.
10. Accidental or negligent discharge will result in immediate removal from the range.
11. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THESE RULES AND THEY APPLY TO ALL CUSTOMERS AND THEIR GUEST